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Yuan Zhen and Bai Juyi are outstanding poets in the mid-term of the Tang 
dynasty, and the style of their poem is close, always all is "Yuan Bai" and name. The 
friendship of Yuan Zhen and BaiJuyi is approaches thirty years, which from Zhen 
Yuan to Yuan Zhen died of Dahe. Although Yuan Zhen and BaiJuyi divide two places 
time to be more than the time of together , but looks over their Chang-he poetries are 
actually never interrupt. Now looks over Yuan Zhen and BaiJuyi poetries anthology, 
the Chang-he poetries of their have 106 poets. so many of the Chang-he poetries, 
which not only has provid the historical material about Yuan Zhen and BaiJuyi, but 
also has unfold their thick friendship. 
The friendship of Yuan Zhen and Bai Juyi is establish and mainten need many 
conditions, the political advocates mostly the same except for minor differences and 
the poetry theory understanding and the value orientation are primarily. These two 
conditions have overcome the cornerstone for theirs friendship, meanwhile Yuan 
Zhen and Bai Juyi are share hardship each other and not abandon other side in the 
miserable, which make their friendship thicker and thicker. Also they are competing 
in the poem, which pour into the vitality and the vigor as their friendship. The 
Chang-he poetries as the intermediary express their thick friendship in their 
association. The Chang-he poetries between Yuan Zhen and Bai Juyi can divide 
three periods of high tide; the different time has the different form to grow 
perceptibly, regardless of this time rhyme poem, or the lengthy platoon law, or is 
folds the rhyme, all which has unfolded the point of view which Yuan Zhen and Bai 
Juyi seek newly changes. From the content looked, many of the Chang-he poetries 
are express their feeling, describes the scenery expresses feelings or borrows the 
thing to express feelings, by express missing. Looks over the poem quantity and the 
form analysis of the in Chang-he poetries between Yuan Zhen and Bai Juyi, has 
accounted for 61% with the rhyme poem. But the rhyme poem between Yuan Zhen 
and Bai Juyi manifests two kinds of forms, consisting of the Yiyun poetry and Ciyun 

















harmonious, the ideal condition is exquisite, is full of the affection, becomes the 
example of the Chang-he poetries, and have the profound influence to the later 
generation. The contrast "Yuan Zhen and Bai Juyi" and "Liu Yuxi and Bai Juyi " 
these two pairs , finding their not only has similar place but also has differently place. 
The expression cordiality is similar, the different point of view influence the content 
and the form of the Chang-he poetries.  
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